
ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation explores the dystopia and inversion of the Romantic ideals as seen in the works of Ann 
Radcliffe and Edgar Allan Poe. The works of these writers demonstrate a strain of writing opposed to the 
Romantic stream, as the macabre and dark supernatural world usurps the beautiful and idyllic Romantic world, 
where the writer is the poet-prophet, who worships nature through his works. The splendour of the world bathed 
in celestial light is replaced by a world where a sense of terrible foreboding and doom predominates. The fearful 
aesthetic of Radcliffe and Poe depicts a labyrinthine world where attempts to achieve self- realization are 
thwarted. 
The Romantics exalted the poet as a gifted creature who could discover the meaning of life through work that 
focused on nature and the way it shaped the psychology and emotions of the individual. The Gothic artists 
explored the fatalistic side of life when even the narrator became an unreliable one as he failed to understand 
the phenomenon that confronted him. The external spectacle offered by nature was not a moulding and 
developing force that enabled the Romantic individual to forge an identity. It became a threat, a subterfuge of 
man’s darkest secrets as he struggled against a mysterious entity closing in from all sides. The Romantic artists 
bestowed the splendid landscape with life, passions and expressiveness par excellence that gave the message of 
liberation from societal laws. The claustrophobic world of the Gothic artists limited the individual’s attempt to 
liberate himself even from his own boundaries, as alter egos and doubles threaten the existence of confused 
protagonists. 
Imagination, the tool of the Romantics, constructs a nature depicting a reconciliation of opposites, as Coleridge 
professes. Nature becomes a healing power, a balm for wounded hearts. The spectacular mountain ranges of the 
Gothic works make it a likely possibility that a gang of bandits and robbers would emerge to turn the tide. The 
Romantic artists possessed an unusual sensibility that exalted them above ordinary men. The excessive 
sensibility of both the Gothic artists threatens to reach beyond normal limits, bordering on lunacy that is 
reflected in their works. The nightingale of Keats becomes the raven of Poe, as the symbols become aesthetic 
equivalents of the cacophony of the artist’s world. The imagination of the Romantics is a synthesizing power 
that shapes a world alluring and charming. The Gothic artists show delusions and distortions of imagination, 
just as Ann Radcliffe’s heroines are haunted by mental and social chimeras that daunt their efforts to reach the 
essentials of their existence. The Gothic artists raise issues that question other Romantic characteristics like 
gender biases. Radcliffe and Poe write in the British and American contexts respectively, and their works are 
considered in a comparative light. Thus, this thesis is an attempt to investigate the defining features that make 
the Gothic artists rebellious in their attitude towards Romantic standards. The modern relevance of the thesis to 
the unpredictable and existential world that we live in enhances the scope of the thesis, as readers would find 
many instances inviting identification. 


